Students Feedback 2020-2021.

Some comments and suggestions from students


































Hearing out the opinions of students positively
Our college marking system is too low and bad as compared to other colleges. Therefore, my suggestion for the college
is to improve in marking system. Thank you.
I prefer offline classes so plez see to that matter
Good
Impressive time management skills
I suggest to take offline classes if possible
Excellent
We need good drinking water facilities
Basing on the situation it will be better with online classes. Also those questions were quite good �
The college should give feedback to the students in a timely manner and be sensitive to the individual needs of the
students.
Toilets are too Bad �, The College slso need to maintain a clean environment, The college also need to provide fresh
drinking water in every Class ,If possible .. May be the students also need a good and developed College Canteen.
Personally the college is not that well maintained , we can't neglect and turn a blind eyes on the infrastructure,so also
on all the other things too ,not all but there are some workers being rude ,ya they might be coz of many students and all
those problems from many students but they should give proper guidance and information too as it's their duty,or else
many would think that it's a government run institution and they're gonna be paid even if they don't do their wo rk or
being bossy or rude. Also really appreciate and got inspired from some lectures for giving their best , going that extra
miles and understanding the grivences of the students.
There's quite many unfulfilled and unsatisfactory things that should have been done and looked upon with immediate
attention and response.
The college authority have been functioning well and all the activities
Washrooms always stinks with lack of proper water during offline classes, only one counter for submission or collecti on
of documents is very inconvenient it becomes crowded and we can't maintain SOP, it's hard to catch up with online
classes because lessons are taken so fast you miss one class and a whole portion is unknown, it would be good if
classes could've started early because with late resumption of classes lecturers too have to rush their lessons and in
turn we learn nothing. PS.- just waiting for offline classes to resume.
Give clean and safe water to drink -the authority should look into the matters of cleanliness and hygiene in and arround
the college. (Highly recommended) -keep the construction workers after class or office timing because it is so annoying
and disturbing, especially for the classrooms near the work place.
Hoping that this surely will not only keep it for the sake of keeping record but will be show in action the needs of the
students.
Bus services for students is not good. The college need more buses and moreover every students are made mandatory
to pay bus fee during admission
Kohima College Kohima is the best Government college in my opinion and I'm very thankful for being a member of this
prestigious college. From most respected Madam our Principal, lectures and staffs to the most humble non teaching
staff are very kind and generous towards the students or anybody else. The college has almost everything for
enhancing the best quality of the students. We thank you Kohima College Kohima for being the greatest source for
building each and every one of us(students) in the perfect manner in which we all could bring out the best of ourselves
in life. Thank you .
Well, with a briefly words I want offline classes to proceed in the earliest possible
Need offline class
There's limited college hostel seat,so I want the college authority to build more building for hostel.
Better start with our normal class ( offline class)... I could not attend even a single class...I hope and believe that
through this feedback we will back to our normal class ��
Our college has four counter but hardly two counters have been use. So my request is that during issuing of forms or
marksheet, more counter should be use so that it saves time and space to have social distance.
Problem with online classes, make it offline for better understanding and learning
Physical class shoud be back with certain regulations
Stress more on discipline
Nothing
What if the college allow 5th semester to have offline classes... ? Well, online classes is good but sometimes we can't
concentrate what is going on, sometimes Network isn't good enough to take classes. And yaa, since this year is our last
year we want to have offline classes to learn more things, more knowledge coz see taking online classes doesn't make

















us to achieve our goal. As we said, Just going with the flow.... 1st and 3rd semester students can have online classes
but please allow 5th semester students to have offline classes. Hope our college can handle that... Coz we have
enough classroom to make adjustments. That's all. Thank you.
No other feedback needed yes it provide good drinking water facilities but only during exam time.Yes we also pass
through online class but marks are not up to our expectation amd internal marks are very low
Eagerly waiting for the offline class. God bless Kohima college Kohima
Treat the students as nice as how other colleges does if the students are expected to behave as good as other
colleges.. thank you
Everything is fine till now
Through online we not able to learn up to the expected level. I support quick resumption of offline classes
I don't know much because I wen college only for few months but still so far it is good and i prefer offline class
Students toilet needs to be hygienic.
It's hard for both students and teacher but this is the best we can do now. It's pretty good.
It is helpful sometime to conduct this kind of survey.
I think it will look more beautiful than what we are,if the classroom or college are well painted. Thank you.
So far everything is well n good.
To give the necessaries to students at earliest like the uniform ,unlike the 3rd semester batch. Response from the
authority is highly needed (helpline). Understand the situation of the students. Those are the few suggestions from me .
Other than I love the college , it is well maintained as needed.
I wish the college authority would resume offline class from next month with strong sets of SOPS to follow
I hope the college will continue with the online classes as me and most of my friends are in village and we don't have
any place to stay in kohima since we moved out from our previous rent house as per the situation and we couldn't afford
to pay the rent, and during this pandemic its really hard for us to find and afford a new rent place
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Best
No comments
Nothing else
Restrooms.
So far so good
Offline classes the better for each and every one
Boys urinal spot need to upgrade like water n proper maintanence lots of tobacco covers n spits around corners....
..suggesting ....install waiting/resting bench outside r unside cuz we hve to wait fo r class timings waiting outside n seat
in stone some standing waiting an hour n more ..... We are lagging behind in MIL Tenyiedia net is unstable in lecture's
spot ....... ..Lots of Activities like assignments/surveys n writings should be there.... online college life is boring! Withut
activities.
After all it's good
Everything is absolutely great till now. And I believe it will keep on going great. well everybody is facing the
consequences of the Lockdown(Covid 19), I personally think that many students a re losing lots of opportunities in every
field.Moreover looking at the present scenario it seems that Leadership responsibilities is lacking due to the uninvited
situation we are in right now . This is my personal opinion as I have been in college for more than 2years and when
everything was normal(before covid-19 lockdown) Apart from that Everything is well functioning with whatever extend
we could.(Both students as well as college authorities). Hoping for the Normal situation and Normal state for all. LON G
LIVE KOHIMA COLLEGE KOHIMA.
For online classes the proctur must be well developed.
No comments.
Maintain lightings in the dark areas and reinstall/or repair the broken/dismantled furniture and other different facilities
To give information and notice as early as posible
I wish the college can provide more buses for students and
More counter or staff because whenever a time come for us to take marksheet or do our addmission we use to have a
long line like a train take us hours to complete our work.
Thank you
The most amazing and thrilling part of this college is, seeking and examining the students opinion through this kind of
feedback about college on the various matter .... Hope the feedback of students will bring positive resu lts
It will be better if we continue with our offline class so that we can learn at least something
Helpful
It will be very good if we start offline class as soon as possible..
None.




























Only request is to start offline class...
More toilets,and sitting sheds
The college premises and the toilet is not upto that expectation So it will be much better to look into that matters
The suggestions is that every students should be taken into consideration and have concern according to the situation
by the college authority. I feel like there should be consideration while committing error because all the students does
not have the same adequate resources and facilities due to the poor economic background.i think we should promote
socialist idealogies by helping every needy and poor students and having consideration most importantly. Our institution
is the place where we sharpen ourselves and can be a turning point of positive change which everyone wishes the
systens to be ..thank you
Some of my constructive feedback and suggestions are- 1) seperate building for secondary and college. 2) clean
sorrounding. 3)more curricular activities.
Resumption of offline class for better learning
I suggest college to reopen offline classes since our education are lacking in online classes we faced a lot of problem in
online literally ...Physically n practically contact with teachers is much helpful n understanding than in online interaction .
If i talk about any constructive feedback abt our college then i Would probably say that our Counter system is not that
suitable ,so what if we create more counter rooms for proper and fairness in Accessing with the students issues ,we
have to line up and wait for hours as we all see that issues whenever there is any Issurance of forms et c.
Need improvement in classroom ... because we're in digital world
Nope
I sincerely hope the condition of the women's toilet improves and that we continuously get running water since we're
paying for it and also because it is a must.
I would loved it if they could provide us some activities to help us understand the concept better
It would be good if the college focuses more on whether the students are learning rather than rushing to complete the
syllabus. And also check on the college hostel once a month.
Physical classes must start, if there is any chances.
Provide sufficient water supply in man's washroom and good network college WiFi.
Sometimes water used to runs out for days or weeks, so Availability of running water supply should be there all the time
to used in the toilet or cleaning our hand so I urged the authority to please look forward into this situation.
The college should provide better running water and toilet and there must be sufficient toilets for the students. Better
and hygienic canteens are required for the students.
If possible ,i guess it will be best for everyone if offline classes starts
My suggestion is to have offline classes sooner rather than online because it has big difference according to my
experiences and observation as a student.
The college should go for offline classes rather than online classes so that both teaching and learning becomes easier
and comfortable .
About the college uniform it would be very nice if we have a mandatory full dress uniform
I do always appreciate the lectures who are well being sincere to their work and gives their Best to teach and mould
their students.
I do always appreciate our staffs who are well being sincere to their work and gives their best to teach and support their
students.
physical class is needed
OTHER (48)

Analysis of Student’s Feedback 2020-21

1. The majority of students are satisfied with Governance and Leadership. However, the
students commented on special mention of the office staff to be more cordial and polite
while performing their duties. The students also made comments on insufficient
counters especially during submission and collection of documents, which becomes very
inconvenient for the big crowd to maintain SOPs. To avoid rush, misunderstanding, and
inconveniences during such times, the students request the college authority to look into
this matter.
2. On Curriculum, the students expressed the need to offer more courses based on
economic and sustainable activities. More extracurricular activities are to be conducted
to encourage students’ participation and build their leadership skills.
3. Almost all the students suggested going offline as they felt that online classes are not
helping them much. Frequent interruptions in network connectivity, being the major
problem, they feel that physical classes are easier and more comfortable for both
teaching and learning.
4. Quite a good number of students suggested that Proctur App should be more userfriendly and easy to access.
5. A student also commented on keeping away the construction works during class hours
(offline) as it is disturbing.
6. While appreciating the teachers for giving their best and going the extra mile, the
students want the teachers to be more approachable and understand those students with
genuine reasons when they go through tough times and are unable to do their work on
time. The students also suggested that teachers need to share their slides, speak more
slowly during online classes, have more interactive classes, and be more generous in the
marking system.
7. On students’ well-being and facilities, the students strongly proposed for more toilets
(both boys and girls) with running water, restroom and to maintain cleanliness and
hygiene in and around the campus. To provide safe drinking water, good canteen, allow
the students to use the reading room freely even in the absence of the Librarian and
provide more books in Philosophy and Tenyidie sections.
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